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I. GEOLOGY OF THE BÖRZSÖNY MOUNTAINS

Börzsöny may be called a volcanic, or more specifically, an andesite moun
tain. As such, it is a member of the volcanic arch bordering the Great Hun
garian Plain. Its characteristics differ sharply from the neighbouring moun
tains lending a peculiar features to it. Southern Börzsöny is characterized 
by monogene central extrusions thus it is similar to the Dunazug mountains 
in many respects. Northern Börzsöny has a rather stratovolcanic character 
and its features are closely related to the Selmec-Körmöc (Stiavnica — Krem- 
nica. Czechoslovakia) Metalliferous Range. The two different aspects o f the 
mountain have their roots in deep-structural conditions.

The mountain’s geological description is treated according to following 
headings:

1. Pre-Tertiary basement
2. The immediate foot wall of volcanics
3. Volcanic formations
4. Late Tertiary formations of the edge
5. Quaternary blanket
6. Structural features

1. PR E-TERTIARY BASEMENT

We have no immediate information about the pre-Tertiary formations 
of the area covered by the Börzsöny volcanics. In the following, conclusions 
drawn from the foreign inclusions of volcanic rocks are integrated in accord 
with the comprehensive deep-structural picture established by V adász, Schmidt, 
H orusitzky on the basis of superficial and sub-surface geological data of the 
surrounding area.

Doubtless, crystalline schists and granite play an essential róle in Bör
zsönyi basement. Considering the characters of mica schist, gneiss and gra
nite inclusions of volcanic rocks, the facies of the crystalline substratum may
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be regarded similar to that of the Vepor crystallines. The crystalline forma
tions may have had their outcrops north of Börzsöny and perhaps even on 
the northeastern part of the Börzsöny area until the Late Tertiary (80).

The area o f southern Börzsöny may have been covered by Upper 
Triassic formations of Southern Alpine facies exposed until the Tertiary. We 
have not been able to estimate their approximate thickness and extent, but 
on the basis of their adjacent superficial masses (Pilis, Naszály) and from the 
data of drilling P. 3. at Pilismarót their thickness may reach several hundred 
metres.

The northern limit of the extension of Upper Triassic formations may be 
marked approximately by a line passing through Kisinóc in a W — E or per
haps WSW — ESE direction. This line, which separates the mountain’s nort
hern and southern parts contrasting even in volcanological characters, exhi
bits the structural contact of two units of the basement o f different construction. 
Although we may take into account the possibility that the thickness o f the 
Triassic blanket covering partly the crystalline substratum decreases north
wards, the border line is by no means a palaeogeographic one.

2. THE IMMEDIATE FOOT W ALL OF VOLCANICS

The geological data of the mountain’s edge bear unequivocal proof that 
volcanic activity yielding the bulk of Börzsöny set in at the end of the Hel
vetian and that volcanic material has piled up above mid-Miocene shallow 
water sediments of variable facies. No geological evidence is available in the 
mountain’s foreland, concerning Early Tertiary volcanic activity. If the vol
canic formations of ,,older” appearance in the central part of the mountain, 
cut from all sedimentary contacts, were of Early Tertiary origin, the traces of 
the corresponding ash showers could be preserved only by Lattorfian and 
Rupelian sediments, which are not exposed in the foreland and have not been 
reached by drillings either.

The extension o f Oligocene formations reaching from the east beneath 
the Börzsöny volcanics could not be traced towards the W in lack of exposures. 
The appearance o f Chattian sediments, similar in composition and facies to 
those of Diósjenő (on the eastern edge), in the immediate foot wall o f volca
nics in the surroundings of Szob (at the southern end), indicate the presence 
o f a considerable Oligocene sheet underlying the Börzsöny mountains. It is 
not cleared as yet how its composition and thickness affected the develop
ment of volcanism.

3. VOLCANIC FORMATIONS

According to surveying data so far available, the masses of the volcanic 
agglomerate play a much more significant role in the composition o f the moun
tain than massive igneous rocks do. In the southern part of the mountain, 
the pyroclastic blanket is probably coherent and interrupted only by isolated 
cones or crowned by sporadic lava flows, respectively. Northern Börzsöny has 
a much more uniform volcanologic edifice. Its agglomerate masses do not 
change their characters over fairly large areas and alternate often regularly
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with lava flows or pseudo-agglomerate shelves, respectively. Laccoliths and 
dykes frequently occur in the center o f the mountain.

As to composition, the dominant rock-types of the mountain are to be 
classed as andesites along with considerable masses of dacite. The facies o f 
the volcanic rocks offers a large variety and the abundance o f types, even 
„mixture of types” has attracted already the attention of J. Szabó (60). The 
general characteristic o f Börzsönyi volcanism is its periodicity and the cir
cumstance, too, that the outflows that had followed one another in longer or 
shorter periods have yielded such manifold types due to differentiation and assi
milation that it is hardly possible to arrange them into a uniform line of des
cent. The material is not homogeneous even within the single effusions, the rate 
o f  mafic minerals varies often within a geologically uniform rock mass step 
by step, and types with constant mafic constituents are relatively rare.

Concerning the time limit and sequence of volcanic events, no uniform 
and generally adapted scheme has been formed as yet.

Applying the findings of most recent petrological research and the deve
lopment of ideas on igneous petrogenesis (SzÁdeczky — K ardoss) (64 , 69) 
to the mountain, it would seem reasonable to divide volcanic activity into 
respective four facies and partly overlapping phases as follows.

a) I n i t i a l  a c t i v i t y

Concerning composition, facies and setting of the initial outbursts most 
information is available on the eastern edge of the mountain. According to 
L engyel ’s observations (26 , 27) the initial product o f Upper Helvetian vol
canism is biotite-amphibole andesite and dacite, accompanied by garnet-bearing 
modifications. For lack of accurate knowledge of the setting o f volcanic (sub- 
volcanic) bodies inside the mountain, we have no reliable proof whether certain 
formations belong to the initial activity or not. On the basis o f petrographical 
analogy, garnet-bearing amphibole chloro-andesite, occuring at the vicinity of 
mineralization (crossed by the adit), is placed here as well.

Garnet-bearing amphibole chloro-andesite. This is the most interesting for
mation related to the Nagybörzsöny ore deposit raising a number of problems 
connected with the evolution of volcanism. The compact types exposed by 
the adit are well described by M . H errmann on the basis o f her thorough 
microscopic examination ( 1 8 ) : , , . . .  Compact rock of reddish, sometimes green
ish tint, with feldspar (5X4 mm), amphibole (5X3 mm) and garnet grains 
{4X 4 mm) visible to the naked eye. Its essential minerals are plagioclase, 
lamprobolite and almandine garnet. The plagioclases are o f acid-andesine 
to an desine composition. They are generally fresh and unaltered. The lampro
bolite crystals are more or less altered. The rock contains much almandine 
and hematite scales.”

Concerning the development of the matrix, two sorts can be distinguish
ed macroscopically. The variety o f pylotaxitic matrix is deeper red in co
lour, the amphibole phenocrysts are larger, and generally more oxidized. The 
hyalopylitic variety is greyish, sometimes with a greenish tint on account of 
chloritization, its phenocrysts are smaller. Propilitization is generally more 
advanced in the vicinity of faults and partings.
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b) M a i n  p a r o x y s m

To the initial eruptions, which have yielded intensively contaminated 
(acid or Ca-rich) igneous material, succeded the main paroxysm of Börzsöny 
volcanism, which is characterized by andesites of less contaminated composi
tion. This phase of most ample manifestations and copious material-yielding, 
may be put to the beginning (middle) of the Tortonian. Its characteristic pro
duct is pyroxenic amphibole andesite. The sharp difference between the moun
tain’s southern and northern parts lies mainly in the manner of outbursts 
and piling-up of the products o f this phase. Most important role in this phase 
is played by real pyroclastics, furnished by powerful explosive activity as com
pared with subordinate effusions (intrusions). Contrasting scattered mono
gene volcanic cones of southern Börzsöny, in the northern part of the moun
tain a large strato-volcanic complex prevails. In the larger vicinity of the Nagy- 
börzsöny ore deposits pseudo-agglomerates, hardly distinguishable from true 
ones, occupy large areas.

a) Pyroxenic amphibole andesite agglomerate. This formation is the most 
widely distributed and constitutes the bulk of the volcanic complex of main 
paroxysm, adjoining the ore deposits. As an agglomerate it has never been 
subjected to such a thorough examination as effusive rocks. Its natural expo
sures (Magyarhegy, Nagyhideghegy) are much better and more frequent than 
those of the supposedly agglomeratic ,,matrix” in the caldera area, but far 
from sufficient for forming a picture of its relative homogeneity, or horizontal 
and vertical variability.

In most parts of this area we find loose, non-stratified, mixed volcanic 
scoria in wich there appear, in addition to pyroxenic amphibole andesite, 
other sorts of andesite including types entirely unknovm on the surface in the 
surroundings.

ß) Pyroxenic amphibole andesite. This is the dominant rock type in 
the volcanic complex of the main paroxysm with more or less uniform facies. 
Its masses o f various size reflect an origin of mainly superficial lava flows.

M. H e r r m a n n ’s description gives an exact picture of this rock: ,,Grey, 
compact, fresh rock. Contains much ŵ hite feldspar (max. 4X2 mm) and 1am- 
probolite (max. 3X2 mm). Texture, size and rate of essential minerals vary. 
The essential minerals are plagioclase, amphibole, hypersthene, monoclinic 
pyroxene (dispidic augite) with much magnetite. Its plagioclases are fresh, 
their An-content ranges from 26 to 37 per cent. Among phenocryst amphi
bole prevail over pyroxene, but in the matrix pyroxene microlites are more 
abundant. The amphiboles are generally altered (max. 1,5X0,5 mm), and 
hornblende may be discerned sporadically. Hypersthenes are small, the maxi
mum grain-size is 0,2 mm, and according to their pleochroism their composi
tion tends toward enstatite. Diopsidic augite is fresh, its pleochroism is very 
slightly greenish (max. 1X0,5 mm)” (Figs 4 and 5).

This rock type does not have a immediate connection with ore bodies. Its 
main spread is, according to our present knowledge, limited to the upper sta
ges of the strato-volcanic complex.
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c) S u b s i d e n c e  a c t i v i t y

The phase following the main paroxysm differs from the former both in 
products and mechanism. The production of pyroclastic rock ceases almost com
pletely and is replaced by sub volcanic hypomagmatic activity, yielding amphi
bolic pyroxene hydro-andesite, biotitic amphibole chloro-andesite and biotite 
amphibole chloro-dacite. Although the bulk of the formations has invaded the 
pyroxenic amphibole andesite stratovolcanic complex presumably in intru
sive manner, their appearance however within a distinct patch o f a 6X2  km 
elongated in NNE — SSW direction suggests the dominance of volcanotectonic 
control (Inset plate I). The central subsidence which followed the great pa
roxysm, may serve as an adequate explanation (in I . KuBOVlCS’s interpreta
tion, 24) for the appearance of sub volcanic masses with ,,greenstone” facies 
over an extended ,,caldera” area, and for the origin of the mineralization con
nected with them.

a) Biotite-amphibole chloro-andesite. As a general characteristic, the 
presence of complete^ or partially chloritized grains of biotite and amphi
bole, respectively may be pointed out. On the basis o f the examination of the ma
terial available it has been found that the texture as well as the dimensions 
and number of phenocrysts vary on a large scale. From the nearly holocrystalline 
types, where phenocrysts of several mm size are closely packed, up to those with 
tiny and sporadic phenocrysts all transitions may be found. The pattern of 
the phenocrysts is mostly irregular. The highly altered plagioclases still show 
signs of zoning and twinning. They are of oligoclase-andesine composition.

The ground-mass is strongly altered, turbid, with densely sprinkled py
rites.
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product is mostly a delessite-like chlorite. In some cases it contains garnet. 
Apatite, zircon and magnetite inclusions may be found in the phenocrysts.,,

Considerable part of the dacite masses has undergone profound alteration 
and decomposition. Part of these may be considered as a concomitant pheno
menon of petrogenesis, part as the result of a subsequent, hydrothermal action 
(Fig. 8). An accurate and consistent separation of these phenomena could 
not be afforded. These two overlapping effects (resulting in propylitization, 
kaolinization, silification) are more clearly separated outside the centre of 
mineralization, but for lack of exposures, no intensive examination was made 
possible here.

In mining prospects, KlSVARSÁNYl has examined mainly hydrothermal 
rock-alterations (18), which accompany mineralization, und has established 
5 stages by petrographic — mineralogic criteria. By growing distance from the 
ore-bearing fissures decreasing intensity o f alteration has been found every
where.

d) Amphibolic pyroxene andesite. This is the dominant rock-type of the 
volcanic complex within the caldera and on its margin, and is especially cha
racteristic as wall-rock of the ore deposite. This kind of rock, penetrating the 
volcanic edifice of greenstone facies, appears as one of the precursory rocks 
o f mineralization. It is the basic type of more or less elongated andesite dykes. 
In the immediate vicinity of mineralization within the rock mass at Rózsahegy, 
we got acquainted with several sub-types (varieties) of this kind. We have no 
artificial exposure of similar extent in any o f the other amphibolic pyroxene 
andesitic masses. For the time being it is not possible to decide whether there 
exists a ,,mixing of types” — which has attracted already J. S z a b ó ’s atten
tion (60) — in the others, too, or whether it is a peculiarity of Rózsahegy 
where causes of this great variability have influenced favourably minerali
zation, too.

Let us first present the basic type, generally characteristic of the metalli
zed area, according to M. H e r r m a n n ’s meticulous description (18): ,,Dark- 
grey, compact, fresh rock; the quantity of mafic minerals visible to the na
ked eye is larger than that o f feldspars. The pylotaxitic ground-mass contains 
much feldspar and magnetite. The essential minerals are plagioclase, pyroxene 
(mainly hypersthene, but augite is also common), little lamprobolite. An-con- 
tent o f the plagioclases (2X1 mm max.) is from 35 to 40 per cent. Quantity 
and grain-size (1 X 0,25 mm) of the pyroxenes are larger than that o f the slightly 
altered amphiboles. The monoclinic pyroxenes are colourless, the orthorhombic 
rather enstatitic with a hardly discernible pleochroism. Lamprobolite 
contains many hematite inclusions. The mafic minerals are generally altered; 
on the hypersthenes there appears serpentinization, on the lamprobolites 
formation o f iron ore frames.”

On the basis of a careful examination of wall-rocks exposed in mine ope
nings, L. M iró has established a series of varieties, characterized by different 
ratios of mafic minerals, which separate more or less sharply in space inside 
the geologically uniform amphibolic pyroxene andesite mass.
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These rock varieties are the following:
SL) Amphibolic-augitic hypersthene andesite 
<52) Amphibolic-hypersthenic augite andesite 
ő3) Biotitic-amphibolic augite andesite

d) F i n a l  a c t i v i t y

The latest manifestations of the Börzsöny volcanism are dykes and bosses 
penetrating both into the strat о volcanic complex of the main paroxysm and 
the „propylitic” subvolcanic masses o f the subsidence phase. The material 
o f the dykes is less contaminated than the products o f the earlier phases, they 
are generally orthoandesites, in the southern part amphibolic pyroxene ande
sites (Nagyhideghegy), in the northern part hornblende (biotitic) andesite (Csarna 
terminus, Vörösmáron) ( G y . P a n t ó , 42) are generally found. This phase has 
not yielded considerable quantities o f pyroclastic material and its hydrother
mal activity is not important either.

a) Amphibolic augite andesite. In the SE part of the Rózsahegy pros' 
pects, a 60-metre top hole, starting from the southern cross-cut o f the adit» 
has been made, and from its top an exploring drift was driven; on its 30-metre sec
tion there appears fresh, unaltered, hypersthene-free pyroxene andesite. This 
augite andesite seems to be a distinct facies and is contrasting with its envi
ronment mainly for its freshness. The opinion seems justified that the intru
sion of hypersthene-free andesite succeeded the formation of the other pyro
xene andesites and their autometamorphoses.

The description o f this rock is given after M. H e r r m a n n  as follows: ,,To 
the naked eye it is a fresh, dark-grey rock, of compact texture, containing 
feldspars and lamprobolite spicules. The texture is holocrystalline porphyric, 
with many magnetite grains. Essential minerals are plagioclase-feldspar, di- 
opsidic augite and amphibole. The anorthite content of the feldspars varies 
from 40 to 46 per cent (andesine) and is sporadically calcitized. Diopsidic 
augite is considerably altered mainly calcitized (0,6 X 0,4 mm max.). Its am
phibole is completely decomposed and it is only the pennine filling and the 
shape that refer to the original mineral (1 X0,3 mm max.)” (Fig. 11).

ß) Altered amphibolic biotite andesite appears in considerable masses in 
the northern part o f the area at the Csarna terminus. Its facies differing from 
the „greenstone” sorts, its position at the caldera rim and the grading to the 
amphibole-andesites o f the area adjoining northwards seem to warrant the 
conclusion that it is a product of the final activity phase.

The description by M. H e r r m a n n  is as follows: ,,A grey rock of violet 
tint, with feldspars whose alteration is discernible to the naked eye, and 
with reddishbrown altered amphiboles. The ground-mass is dark, contains 
almost no glass, is holocrystalline porphyric. The anorthite content of the 
plagioclases averages 25 per cent. The feldspars are generally fresh, though 
calcitized on many spots. The quantity of mafic minerals exceed that of light 
ones. The dominant mineral is lamprobolite, its grain-size may reach several
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millimetres. Some flakes of biotite may subordinately be seen in the thin sec
tions. Contains much secondary magnetite.”

y) Hornblende andesite. Unique in the area is a fresh amphibole-andesite 
dyke following the boundary of the sub volcanic and volcanic complexes. Accord
ing to the examinations made by G y . P a n t o , its dykes o f considerably larger 
scale (42) appear in the northern part o f the mountain, around Perőcsény. 
The texture is wholly different from all the other rocks discussed so far and this 
circumstance justifies the assumption on its late intrusion, quite independent 
from pyroxene andesite flows. The dyke character and the appearance on the 
border of the two volcanic complexes have been proved by the exposure o f 
the adit.

M. H e r r m a n n ’s description is this: „Entirely fresh rock, of unaltered 
appearance, compact, dark grey, in a somewhat weathered state, of light green 
colour. Characteristic is the great number of black amphibole columns, which 
may reach the length of 1 cm and have a subparallel arrangement. The tex
ture is pylotaxitic. The essential minerals are plagioclase and hornblende. 
Magnetite appears in large quantities, and secondary calcite is sporadically 
also found. The plagioclase phenocrysts are lath-shaped, or tabular in some 
instances (1X0,5 mm max.). The anorthite content varies from 30 to 55 per 
cent (oligoclase — andesine — basic andesine). The feldspar of the ground-mass is 
identic with the porphyric ones, but always unaltered. The hornblende is enti
rely fresh, too. Its inclusions are magnetite, and seldom small feldspar laths” 
(Fig. 12).

4. LATE TER T IA R Y FORMATIONS OF THE M OUNTAIN’S EDGE

The Tortonian sediments o f the eastern and western edge, which have been 
examined by J. N o s z k y  Sr. (33) and L. R e ic h  (54), accurately reflect the 
phases of the cessation of volcanic activity and the gradual advance of the 
sea. The Tortonian sedimentation at Börzsöny’s western edge was not inter
rupted even in the period o f the most intense volcanic activity. Coral shel
ves embedded in agglomerate masses evidence the fact that the sea tried to 
conquer the fresh volcanic pyroclastic slope even in intervals between explo
sive activities.

The closure of the main eruption cycle in the upper part of the Tortonian 
is immediately followed by lithothamnian limestone-formation both on the 
eastern and western edges.

The Leithakalk edge has preserved the traces also of the circumstance 
that Börzsöny volcanism had not entirely ceased after the closure of the main 
cycle. Among the top members of the Upper-Tortonian there are andesite- 
tuff intercalations, indication of late volcanic explosions before complete 
extinction.

5. QUATERN ARY BLANKET

The volcanic formations o f the mountain are covered by a loam („nyirok” ) 
cover of considerable thickness. Apart from the gentle slopes and the valley allu
via, its material consists mainly o f the weathered formations of the local 
volcanic rocks. The colour is mostly vivid reddish, sometimes violet-brown^
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characteristic o f the ground-mass of andesites or agglomerates in outcrops. The 
loam cover does not hide in most cases the morphological characteristics o f 
geologic boundaries (mainly andesite and agglomerate). Steep falls (such as 
Nagypogányhegy) are covered by moving, almost soilless talus.

A loess layer o f considerable thickness has settled on the outer slope of 
the mountain.

6. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

The mountain’s most important structural element is certainly the con
tact between the Triassic formations and the Crystalline in the basement, i. e. 
the line passing through Kisinóc in a more or less E —W direction. This may 
have had its importance in the preparation of the volcanic conduits but, accord
ing to our knowledge so far, it does not serve as the plane of later displacement 
in the volcanic formation several hundred metres thick.

NNE —SSW seems to be an important structural direction. This is mani
fested in the boundary of the subsidence structure, in the strike of the Nagy- 
börzsöny mineralization and, according to L e n g y e l , also in the strike of the 
biotite amphibole andesite range of Káinor — Kőember — Magoshegy at Diós- 
jenő (26). The transverse NW —SE fissures are indicated by later pyroxene- 
andesite dykes.

II. PETROCHEMICAL AND PETROLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The collection o f petrochemical data has not been limited to the immediate 
vicinity o f the ore occurrence, but covered the entire area of Börzsöny moun
tain, partly for the preservation of data, partly for securing a wide basis in me - 
tallogenetical considerations. The data o f 62 complete rock analyses have 
been summed up in Chart 1.

Authenticity has been secured in arranging analytical data from the whole 
mountain area and therefore we have taken all analyses, whenever possible, 
from the original documents o f analyses. For the evaluation o f the analyses, 
we have relied on the Niggli bases and norms only (Chart 2), but — irrespective 
of earlier publications — all of them have been uniformly recalculated on the 
basis o f the original analyses.

Considering our collected petrochemical data, the Börzsöny volcanism 
may be regarded as a characteristic andesitic activity, the products of which 
show relatively little variation in composition — ranging from the peléeitic 
to the farsunditic magmatype. Its main characters coincide with the leucope- 
léeitic magma-type. The dominant trend of differentiation has developed 
evenly in the acidity field of main types — not taking into account fluctuations 
attributable to subsequent alterations — and has shown a uniform trend 
notwithstanding essential divergences in mineral composition.

The genetical importance of differences in mineral composition — or of those 
manifested only in the rate of mafic minerals — w^hich has been stressed in the 
petrographical description, strongly diminishes in the light o f petrochemical 
data. They controlled petrographical facies only, wThich undervent changes 
both in space and time during one single eruptive phase. On the basis of our
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petrological knowledge, however, we are unfortunately not able to point out any 
primary factor, which would throw more light on lines o f descent o f rock vari
eties than conventional explanations of minute mineralogical differences do; 
thus we take the ,,consanguinity” o f all analysed rocks for granted, and expect 
the more reliable reconstruction o f their specific differentiation links and in
teractions from further research work which has been initiated on new foun
dation.

III. GEOLOGICAL FEATURES OF THE NAGYBÖRZSÖNY ORE OCCURRENCE

Under the denomination ,,Nagybörzsöny ore occurrence” is dealt with 
all mineralizations and scattered indications which have become known so 
far in the central part of Börzsöny, SW of the Nagyinóc —Nagy hideghegy — 
Csóványos ridge over an area of about 7 sq km, regardless of the circumstance 
whether there was carried on prospecting between 1948 and 1956 or not. The 
mineralization area is o f an extremely variable petrological character, and appe
ars to be connected with various types of country rock, ore bodies and ore traces 
of different genetic type and facies. On the basis o f their characteristics re
vealed so far, these should be discussed and described rather separately 
since much generalization may result in erroneous conclusions.

1. Common characteristics of the metallizations
It is hardly possible to give a general characterization of the Nagybör

zsöny ore occurrence. In the course of successive phases, parts o f this area 
have undergone mineralizations widely differing in temperature, metal content 
and distribution. These processes substituting one another, coalescing in highly 
variable manner produced ore bodies of rather unbalanced features.

Concerning the explanation of the problem what interplay o f factors 
might have substantiate the only known sulphidic ore concentration o f the 
mountain, and why no traces o f sulphide enrichment can be found in other 
parts o f the mountain at all, we have to resort mainly to guessing. It is not 
accidental that the ore bodies appear within the confines o f the subsidence 
volcanic activity and are totally lacking over the widespreading pyroxene- 
andesitic strato-volcanic complexes. Similar conditions are to be met with
in other volcanic regions [Selmec-Körmöc Erzgebirge (Slovakia) and Mátra 
mountain] too. The connection between the volcanic rock-material produc
tion and mineralization reweals analogies with the regions mentioned also 
by the synchronism of mineralization with processes of the subsidence 
volcanic activity, succeeding the formation of the strato volcanic environ
ment, and by that the younger phases have caused only partial rearrangement 
and alteration of ore bodies.

A ) THE MINERALIZATION OF RÓZSABÁNYA

The high-temperature mineralization of stockwork, bunchy, disseminated 
character impregnating biotite amphibole dacite and amphibolic hypersthene 
andesite on the north-western slope of Rózsahegy, has been exposed in the Alsó
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Rózsa-gallery, Felső Rózsa-gallery, in the 35, 70, 96 and 112 m levels o f the 
Rózsa-shaft, in the section between 1410 and 1589 m of the adit and in its 
northern cross-cut (Inset pl. II and III).

The high-temperature mineralization of disseminated character has been 
accompained by silicification in exceptional cases only (Felső Rózsa-gallery) 
so we do not known its natural outcrop. The natural outcrop ought ot have been 
limited to the immediate vicinity o f Felső Rózsa-gallery. The rather poor 
ores exposed here are sihceous arsenopyritic, and were exploited in the Middle 
Ages from a gallery at a higher level directed just to the outcrop, and later 
from the Felső Rózsa-gallery serving its undercutting; it is by no means cha
racteristic o f the mineralization at Rózsabánya as a whole and is mentioned 
here only as an extreme near-surface facies. The actual mineralization of R ó
zsabánya, with its primordial mostly pyrrhotitic material having generally 
stockwork or bunchy, disseminated character has become known only later, 
through the later undercutting of poor ore traces o f Felső Rózsa-gallery and 
by cuts of the Alsó Rózsa-gallery. This occurrence, which contains occasionally, 
surprisingly rich ore bunches, could not support a permanent, systematic 
mining even in the 18th century. No extensive exploitation has therefore 
been developed. The only proof o f systematic stoping is a funnel-shaped cave 
reaching the surface, situated east of the 70—75 m section of Alsó Rózsa-gal
lery.

The Rózsa-shaft is regarded as the centre of mineralization, i.e. the most 
mineralized core that has been reached by mining exposures. Considering, 
however, the irregular distribution of this disseminated, stockwork minerali
zation, the possibility cannot be excluded that there might exist a nearby mi
neralization smaller or larger, poorer or richer, similar to that exposed by the 
system of drifts of the Rózsa-shaft, in a place which has not yet been reached 
by prospecting.

It is not possible to recognize the determining role of any geological fac
tor from the appearance and distribution of mineralization at Rózsabánya. A 
significant ground preparation or structural control cannot be revealed, since 
the main characteristic of this mineralization is the very absence of any suitable 
receptor structure. This circumstance has caused the ore of Rózsabánya to 
spread irregularly, according to our knowledge so far, over an area of 0,6 sq 
km, ranging vertically to about 180—200 m, along very thin fissures and part
ing planes. The more important enrichments have developed irregularly, 
mainly as a consequence of the interplay of unknown factors, and in conditions 
not at all favourable for the formation of large ore bodies. It cannot be said 
either that 100 metres farther on the geological conditions to be explored 
should be considerably less favourable in any respect.

In its present form, the Rózsabánya mineralization exhibits the many- 
fold alteration and re-arrangement of the oldest pyrrhotitic, high-temperature 
mineralization; so we may infer that pyroxene-andesite, intruded in the imme
diate proximity, or perhaps in the place, of the original ore body might have 
played a decisive role in the re-adjustments and material-exchanges which 
the ore material under vent since its first deposition.
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a) Depositional features of the metallization

The most important ore enrichment of Rózsabánya has emerged on the 
Alsó Rózsa-gallery around the pit communicating with Felső Rózsa-gallery. 
The ore veins and stringers of the stockwork form expanding bunches at their 
intersections. It shall be dealt writh as impregnation mineralization since the 
run of the veins and streaks is so irregular that it cannot be called a network 
of stringers. The finer distribution of the ore is similar to that in the ore bo
dies at Recsk, which have been recognized as ,,impregnation stocks” in home 
literature, but the distribution of ore material within a larger volume is here 
so much irregular that stock-contours similar to those at Recsk could not be 
established.

The zone of impregnation, following the dominant strike of the entire Nagy- 
börzsöny mineralization, is elongated in the N —S direction. Its width is 30, 
length 80 m. It is more difficult to give the accurate height. The ore impreg
nation decreases considerably at 7 to 8 metres below the Alsó-Rózsa-gallery as 
shown by the section of Rózsa-shaft lowered from this level.

The most characteristic development of the Alsó Rózsa-gallery minerali
zation may be observed in the immediate proximity of Rózsa-shaft on the 
w'alls of the pit bank. It was the level of Alsó Rózsa-gallery that showed the 
richest ore impregnation and the most variegated forms of ore fillings and 
mineral assemblages. The characteristics o f ore distribution are showm in 
P a n t o ’s illustration (47 , p. 427). The ore appears in the form of irregular stringers 
or incrustations in the interspaces and fissures o f the rock and expands into 
bunches at the spots of greater permeability. The sketch of the western wall 
of the pit bank is a good illustration of the influence of the original structure 
of country rock on ore distribution. The southern wall o f the pit bank con
sists of agglomerate-like (shear zone or pseudo-agglomerate) rock. Here the 
ore appears in the form of incrustation at the seam of less decomposed cores 
and rock fragments, respectively, exhibiting differential permeability 
of the rock masses. On the northern wall o f the pit bank the country rock 
is a compact dacite. Here the permeability is controlled by a netw ork of part
ings and this determines the localization of the ore stringers as w-ell. Ore bun
ches have formed at the intersections of these partings.

A still more instructive illustration of the above-described ore distribu
tion in the pit bank is provided by D. Kiss’s excellent photograph (Fig. 18). 
The lively pattern of the ore stringers and bunches gives a true picture of howr 
the ore-forming fluids, starting from the network of partings, have invaded 
the rock mass at the points o f least resistance.

The mineralization at the 35-m level is in every respect of transitory de
velopment, intermediate between those of the higher and lower levels. Mine
ralization is not stockwork-like, follows rather parallel fissures, but is pocke
ted and sometimes contains compact ore bodies. The richer ore fillings alw ays 
bear a ,,Rózsabánya’5 character — pyrrhotite assumes a dominant role here — 
but galenite and lead sulphosalts appear in the fillings o f thinner, accessory 
crevices, too.

The vein-like ore fissures are usually of a w estern dip (gentle or steep); thus 
the southern drift has followed them over 46 metres almost along the strike.
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The crevices are not persistent along the strike, the thickness is not constant. 
In some sections they thicken lenticularly, in others they narrow into strin
gers and become horse-tailed at the ends. Primary mineral fillings and their 
subsequent alterations change step by step.

The 70-m level drift running roughly N —S, follows at both sides o f the 
pit a branching, meandering stringer. The facies, the capricious changes by 
sections in thickness and the character o f ore fillings o f this stringer show that 
this mineralization does not deserve to be called a lode due to its formation 
by processes o f different character in each shoot of some metres, and interrup
ted by considerable periods of time. The main stringer, of some cm average 
thickness, is often split up into capillaries or thickens suddenly into lenses 
of 1/2 to 2 m thickness to get reduced again to a stringer in some metres.

By these sudden changes in thickness the mineral composition of the ore 
changes too. The ore mineral o f the irregular, compact sulphide masses o f 
the ,,bodies” is almost exclusively pyrrhotite; on the other hand, this mine
ral may disappear completely from the thin ore stringers radiating from these 
bosses or from the adjacent stockwork mineralization, and get replaced 
by pyrite, galenite, or possibly sphalerite. The irregular trend o f anastomos
ing ore stringers followed by the drift, precludes any idea o f a continuous 
gapping or wideness of longer shoots, along the main discontinuity surface 
considered as predisposing actual lode formation.

Wall-rock alteration accompanying mineralization, i. e. changes mani
fested as a consequence of ore formation and restricted to the immediate 
contacts of the ore bodies, alternate following the character and composi
tion of the ore fillings along the main strike. Unfortunately, no detailed exa
mination has been carried out for an exact deternimation of their mineralo- 
gical differences. Only an abundant supply of high-temperature, pyrrhotite- 
yielding hydrotherms was capable o f intense wall-rock alteration, and thus 
of powerful expansion, to say they were able to force apart the ore crevices 
and to secure space for the formation of „massifs” . Meagre infiltra
tions networks of ore stringers controlled by partings were not able to replace 
country rock; its pyritic and galenitic aggregates must have been formed at 
a lower temperature, accompanied by a less intense, rock-alteration of diffe
rent trend.

The mineralization of the 70-metre level is most interesting because some 
sections of the ore strike represent the purest, richest „Rózsabánya” minerali
zation, others are examples of the galenitic „Fagyosasszony” type ore forma
tion, while the mineralization o f the two shoots is intermixed and interwo
ven in several places.

Major, stock-like, compact sulphide accumulations like those expos
ed at the drifts ot the 70-m level cannot be found deeper. On the 96-m level 
a zone o f dissemination runs along the main strike w ith a uniform thickness of 
about 1 —2 m, not taking into account the dislocations caused by faults. 
According to the drift surveying, the structure varies between the brecciated 
pocketed, sprinkled and stringer-network types (Inset pl. IV). In the appear
ance and distribution o f the three types of development it has not been pos
sible to find any regularity, neither with respect to more important structural 8

8 MÁFI Évkönyv, L. kötet, 1. füzet
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elements, nor to the mineral composition of the ore material. The extreme 
instances of these types can well be contrasted to one another, it is not possible^ 
however, to draw a distinct dividing line between transitory features.

At any rate, the brecciated-bunchy development is a character which 
cannot be found at the higher levels of the Rózsabánya mineralization. Its 
formation was introduced by an intense brecciation of the rock mass and a 
simultaneously acting irregular rock alteration. As a consequence, some spots 
have become especially suitable for being replaced by ore, thus the ore con
tents of the brecciated zone have been concentrated in these, while further 
crevices have remained free of ore filling. D. Kiss’s photograph of the 96-m- 
level ore shoot (Fig. 21) lying between the pit and the southern top hole is an 
appropriate illustration of ore distribution.

The brecciation zone, along which we have been able to follow  ̂the bunchy, 
reticulated or sprinkled ore formation at the 96 m level over a considerable 
distance, has received the products both of the first and the second ore-form
ing stage. The most conspicuous ore filling is pyrrhotite, wThich accompa
nies, except for the northernmost 20 metres, the ore strike in the form of 2 — 20 
cm knots or veins o f 1 — 5 cm thickness. However, the pyrrhotite knots do 
not form such coherent masses here as at the 70-m level, thus their inter
lacement with the subsequent stage of ore formation has taken place much 
more intensively and regularly than at the above levels.

*  *
*

On discussing the 96 m level, mention should be made of that ore-lined 
natural cave, which could be inspected within a distance o f about 10 m, starting 
from the drift 4 m above the level floor south o f Rózsa-shaft. The cave is form
ed in altered pyroxene-andesite, along the fissure (282°/55°) parallel to the 
brecciation zone, which had been exposed by the drift, and is probably a con
sequence of the downcast fault of the western part. The form is irregular-len
ticular, height 6 —7 m, maximum width 3,5 — 4 m.

The wall of the cave was incrusted by compact pyrrhotite 15 — 20 cm 
thick; its surface was covered by a calcite crust 2 — 3 cm thick, consisting 
of large euhedral (scalenohedric) crystals; microcrystalline pyrite in the 
form of an incoherent, thin sheet was deposited on the calcite crust. This cave 
is one of the most spectacular parts of the Nagybörzsöny ore prospecting 
and the largest pyrrhotite accumulation has been found there (Fig. 22).

In the facies of the mineralization at the 112 m level, two factors can 
be recognized: the effect of the depth of ore formation and that o f the receiv
ing county rock. The depth effect may be characterized as a transition from 
the pocketed-reticular mineralization, w-hich is dominant at the upper levels 
o f Rózsabánya, to the vein-like fissure-filling type, which is predominant at 
the adit-level. This is manifest in the drift running southwards from the pit 
and in the northernmost part of the exposures, that is on more than two thirds 
o f the exposed strike. Structural and host-rock conditions north of the pit 
have made possible a sprinkled, network-like mineralization, which has taken 
place in the special country rock here in a unique manner (Inset pl. IV). Rock 
alteration has been most profound here and has resulted in loose, friable pse-
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udo-tuff. No clay mineral peak has been found in the DTA curve o f  the sample 
taken from this level o f Rózsabánya (Fig. 23, curve 1). The tuff-character of 
biotite-amphibole-andesite, altered past identification, is increased by the 
circumstance that parallel streaks are recognizable in it, resembling stratifi
cation due to the periodicity of alteration, and substantiated by the alterna
tion of bands containing respectively more or less free Si02 (Fig. 24).

In the altered rock of pseudo-tuff character, the lode is sharply delimited 
both in the northern and southern parts o f the 112m level loosened to an in- 
terweavement of ore stringers and pockets (Inset pl. IV). In the latter — as 
in the host rock — the structural pattern of the periodicity in ore-precipita
tion is dominant. The ore has deposited in relatively tiny — the diameter is 
2 — 4, exceptionally 10 cm — round bunches of concentric banding (Fig. 25). 
Such ideal cockade structures — containing altered country rock inclusions 
in the kernel or consisting purely of ore minerals — beautiful proofs of rhythmic 
ore formation, have not been found in any other part of the ore occurrence. 
The dominant ore mineral is pyrrhotite which has been converted into pyrite 
to a considerable extent.

a) C h i e f  o r e  m i n e r a l s

Pyrrhotite. It is the ore mineral of the earliest formation and widest dis
tribution of the Rózsabánya mineralization. It is not the dominant mineral 
at present since the material has mostly been converted into pyrite and other 
sulphide minerals, but its traces may be found everywhere over the entire 
examined area of mineralization, either in modelled structures or absorption 
relics.

Its habit is coarse-grained, tabular almost everywhere. There are no data 
available that would indicate separate rhythms of formation. Ample pyrrhotite 
generation has lent a general, dominant high temperature character to the 
Nagybörzsöny ore formation. The ore material, that has survived as pyrrho
tite and, as evidenced by traces, had originally consisted of pyrrhotite, repre
sents over 80 per cent of the sulphide mass in all exposed ore bodies of the 
Rózsabánya mineralization. Crystalline pyrrhotite appearing in form of com
pact ore bodies, lenses or nodules at least, is the product o f the most intense 
and richest ore-forming period of the Rózsabánya mineralization, and has 
determined, with its expansion and bulk, the distribution and extent o f the 
ore bodies.

The other components (Co, Ni) o f the early metallization, existing in 
small quantities compared to FeS, got camouflaged because of entering the 
pyrrhotite lattice. Their hidden distribution reduces the abundance of the 
the course association. Their independent minerals appear sporadically only in 
first mineral of the re-arrangement connected with the transformation of 
pyrrhotite.

The changes leading to the formation of FeS2 minerals and other sulphides 
constitute a step by step process producing a multitude of forms, due to 
intermingling of hypogenic (hydrothermal) and hypergenic (superficial) effects. 
It is not possible to mark out any portion, concerning either levels or strikes, 
which has particularly been spared by pyrrhotite-decomposing effects. It is

8*
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only the compactness and thickness o f the pyrrhotite body that provides 
authentic information as to what size o f pyrrhotite core had not fallen 
victim to the changes proceeding inwards from the surface of the ore body 
(Plate I: 1, 2).

The sulphur-enrichment or iron-elimination of pyrrhotite has caused the 
disaggregation of the lattice and, naturally, o f the tabular crystals, too. At 
the beginning of its formation FeS2 is a cloudy, structureless gel in which the 
formation of the colloidal and subsequent crystalline structure sets in at some 
distance from the alteration front with ,,aging” (Plate 1 :2 ;  Plate II: 1). Along 
the partings of tabular crystals according (0001), the reaction front is inten
sely dissected, sometimes in a comb-like manner (Plate I: 1). The advance of 
FeS2-formation is not influenced by the habit, dimensions or perfectness of 
the pyrrhotite crystals. The dominant role in this respect is played by the 
permeability of the ore body, especially by fissures resulting from post
metallization movements.

Simple sulphur enrichment i. e. the transformation into FeS2-minerals is 
the most common form of pyrrhotite alteration and also the most impor
tant concerning its masses. It is not rare at all, however, that the cation of 
pyrrhotite is exchanged as well and therefore the mineral is replaced by the 
sulphide-mineral of some other metal (galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite). This 
substitution produces simple replacement structures, with direct join of crys
talline phases and thus it is only the tabular crystalline pseudoform of the 
sulphide grains formed that reveals the pyrrhotite origin.

FeS2-mineraIs

In the present ore reserves o f Rózsabánya the FeS2-minerals are predo
minant. Among these — be it in the first (pyrrhotite-yielding) or in the sub
sequent ore-forming phase — the primary formation of pyrite cannot be held 
for unlikely. However, the bulk of the FeS2-minerals has undoubtedly been 
formed from primary pyrrhotite through sulphur enrichment. It is certain 
that high, or even medium temperature hydrothermal effects cannot be 
considered as causes of this alteration process. The appearance of gel as 
reaction product, preserving colloidal structures testify low-temperature 
processes.

FeS2-gel. The first reaction product o f sulphur enrichment in pyrrhotite 
is always a structureless, cloudy FeS2-gel. Along with its ,,aging” , the appear
ance of the crystalline phases advances gradually and slowly. The melni- 
kovite crusts and shelly-spherical concretions are formed mostly along tra
versing cracks, a marcasite cover on their surface is not rare either. The crys
tallization of coarse-grained pyrite begins at the nodal points of the fissure 
network, too — but the FeS2 bulk’s ,,interior” of varying proportions, 
has preserved gel characters to date (Plate II: 1).

Melnikovite. The gradual dehydration o f the FeS2-gel leads to the for
mation of ,,gelpyrite” , melnikovite. This may be considered as the prepon
derant iron disulphide mineral o f the Rózsabánya ore. The ,,aging” process 
o f the FeS2-gel is varied and influenced by external conditions, thus the for
mation of this ore is accordingly variable.
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Among the manyfold structural features in melnikovite, the spherical 
,,colloidal” forms, due to ,,aging” of the gel, are predominant; their formation 
has not at all been controlled by the orientation of the original pyrrhotite 
slabs, whose impressions are usually molded in the space-filling quartz. 
Crystallization usually proceeds by the formation of radial-fibrous aggregates 
perpendicular to the shells and crusts of colloidal origin, and between the 
former there remains more or less structureless FeS2-gel in irregular patches 
(Plate III: 1).

Pyrite. Through a slow, highly retarded crystallization, the ,,aging” of 
FeS2-gel results in pyrite formation in most cases. The slow development pas
sing through colloidal state leaves its traces in the structure o f the crystalline 
phase. The structural coalescence and uniform arrangement of cryptocrystal
line melnikovite leads, through a gradual fading away of colloidal forms, to 
the more compact units o f pyrite and may easily be traced in the structure 
of the transition belt. The direction and progress o f alteration is truly re
flected by the transitions (Plate II: 2; Plate III: 2).

In the ore masses of Rózsabánya pyrite of doubtless primary deposition 
may be found, too. It is distinguished from that of gel origin by its advanced 
idiomorphism and less pitted surface getting easier a good polish. It often 
appears in the form of sprinkled individuals, but, even if getting into contact 
with FeS2-gel or melnikovite spots, its boundary is always sharp.

Marcasite. It is not rare among the Rózsabánya ores but, compared to 
the former FeS2-modifications, its role is altogether subordinate. Its appea
rance is almost entirely tied to spherical melnikovite-crusts. The marcasite 
crystal crusts are formed through the growth of the radial crystal nuclei of 
melnikovite, thus the transition to the crystalline structure is less perceptible 
than in the case of the formation of pyrite, and is not connected with the com
plete abolition of colloidal structures. It is only the stronger reflexion and lively 
anisotropy that often distinguishes marcasite crusts from inner melnikovite 
aggregations or from those remained gels as yet.

Arseno'pyrite. It is the characteristic mineral of the Rózsabánya mineral
ization and appears in considerable quantities in some places. Its occurrence 
is characteristic mainly of the bunchy-disseminated ore bodies in the sur
roundings of Rózsa-shaft, being more abundant at higher levels than at low 
ones. Its two forms — allotriomorphic pitted masses originating from 
FeS2-gel (Plate II: 1) and idiomorphic sprinkled crystals —are probably the 
products of the same ore-forming phase.

The supply of As-containing solutions, following the first pyrrhotite ge
neration, or even their transformation knots to FeS2-minerals, provoked a 
certain degree of replacement through ion-exchange in the permeable parts 
o f preexisting ore bodies, and formation of sprinkled arsenopyrite grains in 
the vicinity of ore bodies.

The As-content o f the ascending solution was easily bound by fresh FeS2- 
gel even chemically — especially on its surface — and also the accompanying 
ions (Co, Ni) were often captured by adsorption. The iron disulphide substance, 
being still colloidal or partly arranged into melnikovite, was able to conceal 
the received alien substances almost imperceptibly; but with advancing crys
tallization the separation of their independent mineral became unavoidable.
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It was in this way that arsenopyrite o f gel origin w as formed from the 
FeS2 masses — originating from the sulphur enrichment of pyrrhotite — along 
surfaces of higher permeability. It usually consists of large, allotriomorphic 
crystal aggregations and its main characteristic is the pitted surface in poli
shed sections and abundance o f inclusions, evident from its growth from pyrr
hotite through colloidal state. Although traces both of the tabular crystals of 
pyrrhotite and possible colloidal textures were obliterated by the structural 
rearrangement, the nature of the initial substance is evidenced by enclosed 
pyrrhotite relics.

Where the crystallizing FeS2 gel has contained much impurity in addition 
to As, the arsenopyrite is not only of a pitted surface but almost of a spongy 
structure. The cavities o f arsenopyrite ,,sponge” contain variable knots 
and aggregates o f native bismuth and bismuth-containing sulphosalts (Plate 
IV: 1). This facies, characteristic o f the Rózsabánya ore, had previously been 
described from the power room of Rózsa-shaft (36);  recent examinations 
have discovered its presence at lower levels o f the pit as well.

The phase o f ore formation that may be characterized by As-bearing so
lutions has created, at the border of the ore body and in the country rock, 
arsenopyrite impregnations of considerable masses. The crystals are embedded 
mostly in quartz, which — being a simultaneous formation — was probably 
colloidal at the time of arsenopyrite crystallization. Together with the 
arsenopyrite sprinkling, independent patches of composite sulphides were 
formed in the interspaces (Plate IV: 2; Plate V: 1).

Sphalerite. The dark, highly ferrous sphalerite (black jack) is an impor
tant mineral of the Rózsabánya metallization. It appears vicariously with 
arsenopyrite and, contrasted with the latter, is more frequent at the lower 
levels o f mineralization, in the southern drifts of the Rózsa-shaft rather in 
form of stringers and veins than with bunchy-disseminated ores. It is mostly 
coarse-grained and appears in large irregular spots and patches in the gan- 
gue.

Under the microscope the surface is large, the xenomorphic spots are usu
ally pitted, cracked. Along these cracks dark-red inner reflexion appears. 
Small drop-like sulphide inclusions appear very commonly in sphalerite, chalco- 
pyrite being more abundant than pyrrhotite and they appear intermingled 
at times. Chalcopyrite appears in the form both o f ~  5 per cent o f non-ori- 
entated segregation droplets and ~ 30 to 40 per cent of orientated lami
nar-latticework coalescence belts (36). The number and distribution of chal
copyrite inclusions varies greatly even weithin the same section (Plate V : 2; 
Plate VI: I).

Pyrrhotite occurs in sphalerite grains in form of small unmixing drop
lets; where pyrrhotite appears in the surroundings, the quantity is larger. 
In some places the pyrrhotite inclusions o f sphalerite greatly exceed the di
mensions of the unmixing droplets and give the impression of resorption re
lics. This is the only indication of the circumstance that sphalerite may have 
replaced pyrrhotite at times.

Galenite. It is not a characteristic member of the Rózsabánya mineral 
aggregates. Remarkable enrichment appears in its late formations, which are 
irradiations of the Fagyosasszony mineralization. Being a late formation, it
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is usually interspace-filling, mostly coarse-grained. Idiomorphic crystals are 
rare and appear rather as cleavage forms in the subsequently broken and then 
cemented ore material. It coalesces with composite sulphides in various re
placement configurations. Pyrrhotite has been replaced by galena in many 
places, too. Very often, not even the smallest relics o f pyrrhotite have survived, 
and only the tabular grain contours of galena and the impressions in 
quartz matrix filling spaces between pyrrhotite slabs prove replacement.

Chalcopyrite. In small quantities, it is present in almost all parts o f the 
mineralization, but remarkable enrichments are altogether irregular and rare. 
The chalcopyrite o f the Rózsabánya ore testifies high-temperature for
mation (sphalerite stars) at every spot examined, but texturally it belongs to 
a space-filling late generation. Its deposition — or re-arrangement at least — 
has continued even after the pyritization of pyrrhotite. On the other hand, 
chalcopyrite is the only more frequent sulphide mineral that seldom has ta
ken part in the replacement o f pyrrhotite.

The sphalerite stars were found in nearly all chalcopyrite grains in vari
able dimensions (1 — 10 y), forms and density. Considerable differences appear 
not only between different ore bodies, but between neighbouring chalcopyrite 
grains as well (Plate IV: 1). More sphalerite stars are usually found in chal
copyrite grains accompanied by sphalerite.

The sphalerite stars show various stages of development; at times they 
are o f the diamond-shape with rudimentary peaks, then again the peaks have 
developed to greater length and the centre is occupied by framed chalcopyrite 
(Plate VI: 3). There are also examples o f a multiple connection o f  stars, form
ing primitive crystal skeletons. The sphalerite stars line up often along the 
preferred orientation — cleavage — of the host crystal.

ß) A c c e s s o r y  o r e  m i n e r a l s

The Rózsabánya ore is a real gold-mine of rare ore minerals appearing 
in small quantities. The wide range of their composition and paragenetical 
connections, of which the following enumeration may give but a foretaste, may 
contribute in many respects to the precision o f our opinion concerning ore 
formations.

Native bismuth. It has been known so far only from the arsenopyrite 
,,sponge” of the disseminated pocketed ore at Rózsa-shaft, in the association 
of Bi-containing sulphosalts (Plate IV : 2). The arsenopyrite — ,,sponge” is crowd
ed in some of its pits by its grains of laminar structure appearing in the 
company of bismuthinite and cosalite.

Bismuthinite. It is the most frequent Bi-mineral in the Rózsabánya ore. 
Its characteristic occurrence is bound to the arsenopyrite ,,sponge” of the 
disseminated-bunchy mineralization, too, where it is almost inevitably accom
panied by cosalite though the latter appears in smaller quantities. The cha
racteristic rod-shaped intergrowths of the two minerals are controlled by pre
ferred crystal faces (Plate IV : 2); it was known first in the power room of 
Rózsa-shaft (36) and has been detected at lower levels only by recent ex
aminations. Its spots are usually elongated, without euhedral boundaries, 
but the structural setting gives no indication in respect to its expansion by
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replacing other minerals (Plate V II: 2). Its appearance shows it to be a by
product of arsenopyrite formation.

Cosalite. Accompanied by bismuthinite — and usually bound to arseno
pyrite — there often occur small spots of (one or possibly more) Pb-Bi-sulpho- 
salts, which the characteristics o f cosalite may be best applied to on the basis 
of examinations so far. Sporadically it appears as independent patches, too, 
but in most cases it shows intergrowths with bismuthinite; its spread in the 
mineralization area coincides with that of bismuthinite (Plate V II: 2).

It was not possible to give a uniform interpretation to its fabric every
where. The appearance indicates a late formation connected with the gale- 
nitic phase of mineralization; this is supported by the grain boundaries to
wards bismuthinite which are proof of replacement. There are to be found, 
however, oriented intergrowths of the two minerals as well. Since this form o f 
appearance can be found in the pits of arsenopyrite „sponge” only, the for
mation may be interpreted in the following w ay: the bismuthinite and cosalite 
matter was originally the absorbed impurity of the FeS2-gel and the simulta
neous crystallization of the two stilphide minerals set in as the structural re
arrangement of arsenopyrite was taking place.

Glaucodot, whose small, imperfect euhedral crystals have appeared to
gether with arsenopyrite in pyrrhotite ore mainly pyritized through sulphur 
enrichment, is certainly not too rare in the Rózsabánya ore; but to separate 
it from arsenopyrite is possible only if a thorough, grain-by-grain examination 
is carried out.

Galenobismuthite. Small lath-like or cigar-shaped grains of a further sulpho- 
salt wrere found embedded in calcitic gangue accompanying arsenopyritic 
associations of the adit-level (Northern cross-cut). Its optical characteristics 
coincide with those o f galenobismuthite.

Jamesonite. Persistent accessory minerals o f the Rózsabánya ore are one 
or more Pb-Sb-containing sulphosalts. Their formation is similar, and their 
aggregates of various size, formed through subsequent Pb-supply, appear after 
the galena phase mostly on the rims or recesses o f the large galena patches 
by more or less intense replacement. The knots are mostly allotriomorphic, 
space-filling. Synchroneous formation combined with short-distance trans
port is attributed to the sulphosalt appearing in the form of clusters o f idio- 
morphic crystal needles, in the calcitic gangue. Its occurrence is characteris
tic o f the pocketed, disseminated mineralization.

On the basis of ore-microscopical examinations it has been found that 
optical characteristics of the mineral correspond mainly with those o f jame
sonite. In addition to a difference in the fabric of the individual knots obser
ved, there appear slight divergences in the reflection-colour, intensity and 
anisotropy of the grains. Thus it seems possible that, besides the jamesonite 
bulk, other Pb-Sb-sulphosalts, appearing in small quantities (semseyite, 
meneghinite, boulangerite), are concealed there; but their identification would 
have been possible only through a more extensive examination supported by 
comparative materials.

Sartorite. Concerning optical behaviour and formation characteristics, 
one, or perhaps more, Pb-As-sulphide minerals are clearly distinguishable 
from the above-mentioned. Their isometric crystals appear mainly in the ore
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of disseminated-bunchy metallization, and are always bound to arsenopyrite. 
Their boundaries towards arsenopyrite always indicate replacement thus the 
formation is considered as having been connected with the galena — phase of 
mineralization, in the course of which the edges of some arsenopyrite grains 
have been converted into Pb-As-containing sulphosalts under the effect o f 
Pb-containing solutions (Plate VII: 1).

Proustite. In a sample taken from the 70 m level of the pit, its small knots 
associated with arsenopyrite in pyritized, respectively marcasitized, pyrrho- 
tite-bearing ore could be accurately determined. The poor reflection capa
city, intense anisotropy and abundant inner reflexes point unambiguously to 
ruby silver ore, and the light colour of the inner reflexes, together with 
the arsenopyritic environment, are checks of proustite.

Stephanite. A stringer of altered pyrrhotitic ore exceptionally rich in sulpho
salts has been exposed at 1533 m of the adit; in one of its polished sections, 
at the edge of a pyrite grain, the grains of a silver ore of poor ref lective capacity 
and lively anisotropy have been observed whose hardness and lack of inner 
reflexes indicate the presence of stephanite.

Sternbergite. At the edges and recesses of jamesonite knots appearing in 
the galena of the aforementioned stringer — which is exceptionally rich in 
silver — groups o f very small grains of high anisotropy could be observed. 
The optical behaviour of the mineral points with sufficient certainty to the 
group of ,,Silberkies” (Plate VII: 1). On the basis of the rather incomplete 
diagnostical data to be found in literature (79), it was not possible to make 
an attempt to a closer determination o f the mineral within the group. For 
the purpose of denomination, the most accurately determined member of the 
group, sternbergite, has been chosen though the reflection o f our mineral 
would, according to descriptions, agree better with that o f argentopyrite.

у ) G a n g u e  m i n e r a l s

Carbonate minerals. The gangue of the Rózsabánya mineralization is often 
carbonate, mainly calcite. Its deposition alternated with the phases of ore 
formation, or followed them in considerable quantities. The fissure filling, or 
sometimes ore mineral-replacing (e . g. chalcopyrite), character o f siderite in 
the Rózsabánya ore has been proved by K och—G rasselly (22).  Accor
ding to the DTA examinations by V. K oblencz (Fig. 23, curves 2, 4, 7, 8), 
siderite was to occur as a fine-grained, gangue mineral — like a by-product 
o f ore formation — in clay mineral mixtures bordering ore bodies.

Clay minerals. The first thorough investigation into the gangue clay mi
nerals at Nagybörzsöny has been carried out by J. Erdélyi. The samples, 
which had been mentioned as ,,kaoliné” lacking accurate mineralogical de
termination, were subjected to meticulous optical, chemical, DTA and X-ray 
examinations on the basis of which hydromuscovite was determined as the domi
nant essential mineral (6).

The DTA diagrams and determinations of the Rózsabánya mineraliza
tion are shown in figure 23. Because of the disturbing effect o f carbonate mi
nerals, it has not been possible to prove the presence of clay minerals in several
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samples, but the clay mineral in seven samples has proved hydromuscovite 
beyond doubt. This indicates clearly that hydromuscovite is the characteris
tic gangue mineral of the pyrrhotite mineralization at Rózsabánya, and the ge- 
netical conclusions drawn by Erdélyi from the appearance of hydromusco
vite in connection with this phase of ore formation may be accepted as cor
rect. We consider the mesothermal temperature as characteristic of the pyrrho
tite phase o f the Nagybörzsöny mineralization; its zone of action has embra
ced its entire height (122,5 m between Alsó Rózsa-gallery and adit) regardless 
of the fact that considerable part of pyrrhotite has been replaced at higher 
levels.

B) THE M INERALIZATION OF FAGYOSASSZONYBÁNYA

The mineralization in the south-eastern part of Rózsahegy is dominantly 
of lode-character; its chief ore minerals are galena and light-coloured sphale
rite (Inset pi. III). In the surroundings o f Fagyosasszonybánya and Királyrét, 
the veins have been revealed by their natural outcrops, the attention of the 
prospectors in Börzsöny has probably been attracted by these at first. Today 
it is no longer possible to reconstruct in which sections, and what extent, the 
outcrops of the mineralization have had in an intact state, but it is a fact that 
the centre of the first (before 1439 A. D.) prosperous mining activity deve
loped has been here (55).

a) D e p o s i t i o n  a l  f e a t u r e s  o f  m e t a l l i z a t i o n

With their constant strike, the Fagyosasszony ore veins have shown 
the way for opencast, or subsurface, prospecting. With its simple composition, 
good processibility, the ore, which may have contained much more precious 
metal at its outcrops than at the recently tapped levels do, may have paid well 
i f  taken by mediaeval standards. In mediaeval sense, no large output is to be 
meant even by uninterrupted mining carried on over decades, or even centu
ries, for the volume of selective stoping of rich ore may not have surpassed the 
quantity of 100 cubic metres over the whole period.

The working out of rich ore lenses lining up along the same fissure may — 
even within very modest limits o f mining — have yielded profits sufficient for 
maintaining prospecting ambition over centuries and along hundreds o f metres 
of the vein strike. The pits running along the ore trends on the ridge of Rózsa
hegy in two (almost 1 km long) lines, and the excavation o f the galleries es
tablished at several levels, between the outcrop and the sole and extending over 
a distance of several hundred metres, are indicative o f a persistent mining 
activity in Middle Ages.

The relatively small ore occurrence has become essentially exhausted 
already in the course of mediaeval operations, and the adit-like undercut (Lud- 
milla-gallery) by which prospecting was resumed recently has found no appre
ciable ore bodies which would have supported the revival o f mining here. It 
was but ore lenses of insignificant extent that had become known within the 
mineralization range of Fagyosasszonybánya, even through the most recent 
prospectings carried out at the adit level. It is unfortunate that we have to rely at 
the characterization of the entire mineralization on the latter, since thicker
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and probably richer ore fillings at the higher levels became victim of 
respective mining and superficial oxidation long ago. Our description may 
be therefore unavoidably somewhat one-sided and inadequate.

The row of pits and the traces of galleries along the south-western moun
tain spur of Rózsahegy prove the development of an ore trend lying west
wards of, and being parallel with, the aforementioned system o f veins. In the 
course of a geological surveying in 1946, this has been described by Panto  as 
the ,,Királyrét” ore trend, being separate from that of Fagyos asszony bánya 
(35).  This trend has not been reached, and not been undercut either, anywhere 
by prospectings carried out over the past years so our relative informations 
have not increased at all.

Concerning the mineralization at Fagyosasszony bánya, the prevalence 
of a dominant structural pattern is much more evident than in the case of 
Rózsabánya. The run of the main vein cluster corresponds with the do
minant structural trends of the mountain (Inset pl. II), which are also followed 
by the dykes mapped on the surface in the immediate proximity o f  mineraliza
tion. Concerning the connection of mineralization with different phases o f 
volcanic activity, only a vague opinion can be formed. We have to admit that 
the picture obtained about the country rocks of the mineralization is not clear 
in every respect, not even on the basis of detailed geological surveying carried 
out in the re-openings and new excavations with more or less shortcomings, 
but- with great care at the same time. The reason is that at higher levels the 
majority o f old exposures consists of strike entries and pits, respectively, through 
which only the extremely altered rocks in the immediate vein wall be
came accessible . In these it is impossible to recognize, even by means of micro
scopical examinations, those original characteristics, on whose minute diffe
rences the classification of the andesites has been based.

In accordance with opinions prevailing at that time, surface mapping 
has marked out over the ore strikes a ,,propylitized amphibole-andesite, agglo
merate-like” formation (35.) It is seldom possible, however, to find true agglo
merate structure in the altered rocks of mine exposures; if so, the explanation 
is to be sought in local tectonic brecciation. Thus it seems probable that the 
dykes or bodies marked on the surface by outcrops and morphological eleva
tions are members of a uniform andesite mass, remained in unaltered state 
and are bordered by decomposed rock belts along the main structural direc
tions running parallel with the ore trends. The altered dyke rocks blend into 
,,basic material” in which the original dividing lines of the two different ,,in
trusions” (biotite-amphibol-andesite, amphibolic pyroxene-andesite) are almost 
completely obliterated.

A striking feature in the geological build of the Fagyosasszonybánya 
surroundings is that the ore trends appear at the bordering plane of the da- 
cite dyke which divides the uniform biotite-amphibole-andesite mass (Inset pi. 
I). The south-western part of Rózsahegy is made up of the pyroxenic amphibole- 
andesite of the main paroxysm and this rock extends beneath the surface far 
beyond the mapped limits o f the respective biotite-amphibole-andesite and 
dacite. The mine exposures bear witness to the fact that the dominant coun
try rock of the Fagyosasszony mineralization is pyroxene-andesite both 
at the surface and beneath the Ludmilla gallery.
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In order to form an accurate opinion about the role o f different stages 
of andesitic volcanism in ore formation, we ought to be able to recognize an 
intimate connection of the ore bodies with special rock varieties separated on 
the base of kind as well as ratio of essential mafic minerals. This is, however, 
not possible in zones of intensive alteration.

The best known and most „typical” section of the Fagyosasszony metalli
zation exposed by new workings is certainly the SW vein, whose quality may 
be judged on the basis of analyses made in 55 trench samples, yielding the 
most encouraging results of all the Nagybörzsöny ore prospects. The average 
thickness of the vein is 82 cm, the ore contents, expressed in average weighed 
values of the analyses made from trench samples, are the following: Fe 5,30%, 
Pb 2,57%, Zn 1,05%, Au traces, Ag 80,4% g/t.

According to L. MiKÓ’s vein mapping, the SW vein is most varied and 
of irregular development. There are sudden changes of thickness ranging from 
20 to 160 cm. Though it is chiefly an incrustational, banded vein, the bands 
cannot be followed over a long distance (Inset pl. V). A number of lenticular 
fissure fillings often continue as brecciated crush zones or extend along new 
fissures. Over longer shoots, sprinkled or pocketed ore distribution is rather 
characteristic. The gangue is „kaolinié” throughout and the ore lenses, knots 
are embedded in „kaoliné” at every side.

a) C h i e f  o r e  m i n e r a l s

Microscopic study of the ore material of Fagyosasszony metallization 
did not reach such a completeness as in the case of Rózsabánya for two rea
sons: 1. mineral composition of the ore is rather simple consisting chiefly o f 
common ore minerals identifiable by the nacked eye. 2. Ore material suitable 
for preparing polished sections were accessible only at the adit level (302 m 
vein, SW vein). The mineral composition established at the adit level cannot 
be extrapolated without change to higher level because relying on the ratio 
o f chief metals shown by the chemical analyses of trench samples taken from 
the Fagyosasszony-gallery significant differences o f the mineral assemblage 
are to be expected.

Pyrrhotite. The traces o f the „primary matter” of the Nagybörzsöny ore 
may be found in the form of resorption relics, preserved from replacement, 
in the Fagyosasszony ore as well, although in considerably smaller quantities 
than in the ore of Rózsabánya. It is not always possible to estimate its origi
nal quantity. Wherever they are enclosed in FeS2 minerals, they may be tra
ced back to pyrrhotite beyond any doubt.

FeS2 minerals. They are persistent members of the mineral aggregates 
but do not represent the principal bulks. The transformation of pyrrhotite 
proceeds through the phases discussed at the Rózsabánya mineralization and 
results in identic formation of FeS2 gel, melnikovite, pyrite and marcasite, 
therefore a detailed discussion is not needed here.

Arsenopyrite. The quantity is much smaller than has been found in the 
Rózsabánya ore bodies. Arsenopyrite appears as independent sprinkle at the 
edge of the vein or in country rock. The crystals are idiomorphic, the sur
face is fresh, reflection good, anisotropy lively.
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Sphalerite. It is one of the principal ores o f the Fagyosasszony veins, and 
a product o f late ore formation, nearly a contemporary of galena. Its charac
teristics differ in several respects from those of the Rózsabánya marmatite 
of early formation. The Fe-content is considerably lower and, though it can
not be called a light sphalerite, it is usually fine-grained and appears in the 
veins as streaks and bands.

Of the properties observable with the microscope, the bright internal ref
lexes should first be mentioned which are well observable especially along 
cleavage planes. As a consequence of subsequent stress, some parts o f the vein 
are cataclastic and the sphalerite here is completely illuminated by the red
dish yellow internal reflexes. Most of the Fagyosasszony sphalerite is free 
from inclusions. But there occurs in almost every section a sphalerite grain — 
not very different from the others — which are crowded with chalcopyrite 
inclusion. A more thorough examination might possibly result in the distinc
tion of two sphalerite generations on the basis o f the inclusions, but observa
tions so far point to a local (topomineral) effect of single, completely absor
bed chalcopyrite grains.

Galenite. It is the most characteristic and frequent ore mineral of the Fa
gyosasszony ore. In spots of considerable enrichment it forms individual veins 
and knots o f more or less coarsely grained crystals. The formation may be put 
at the main phase o f the Fagyosasszony mineralization, the age in relation 
to sphalerite is difficult to establish. Some observation data show (302 m vein) 
that sphalerite is of later formation and has replaced galena in some places. 
The galenite is not idiomorphic in most cases and the edge indicates replace
ment (towards sphalerite and sulphosalts).

Chalcopyrite. It is not a rare mineral in the Fagyosasszony mineralization, 
but the distribution is most irregular. It is absent along longer vein shoots 
altogether while its knots or spots become strikingly frequent in other 
places. The form is always irregular, space-filling and proves to be of latest 
formation. As contrasted with the Rózsabánya metallization, chalcopyrite 
contains no sphalerite-stars anywhere and is a low-temperature formation.

ß)  A c c e s s o r y  o r e  m i n e r a l s

The Fagyosasszony ore contains sulphosalts of variable appearance and 
composition, although their occurrence is less abundant than at Rózsabánya.

There appears in the Fagyosasszony ore a Pb —As-sulphosalt whose be
haviour is very much like that of the ore mineral described as sartorite at R ó
zsabánya. Some spots of Pb — Sb-sulphosalts may be found here as well, which 
may be closely correlated with the behaviour of jamesonite and meneghinite. The 
lobed spots o f a mineral of intense reflection and poor anisotropy have been 
observed in sphalerite, and cigar-shaped, tiny spots of a mineral of weaker 
reflection and intense anisotropy have been found in the gangue.

y )  G a n g u e  m i n e r a l s

Carbonates and quartz varieties. The gangue filling of the veins is provided 
by carbonate and quartz at a changing rate. Their development does not reveal 
any remarkable features.
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Clay minerals. Of the gangue minerals and country rocks of the Fagyos
asszony mineralization V. K oblencz has made 17 DTA. In four samples no 
clay mineral could be identified for reasons, lying mainly in the conside
rable carbonate-content of the samples.

According to 13 DTA curves (Fig. 40) the most frequent alteration pro
duct of the Fagyosasszony country rock is illite, which may be considered 
as the characteristic mineral o f rock alteration accompanying the Fagyos
asszony mineralization at the adit level and, in all probability, at higher le
vels as well. On some curves there appears at about 700°, beyond the peaks 
of illite, a more or less definite bend, which points to the presence of hydro
muscovite. The appearance of an exothermal peak at 800 C° in some of the 
patterns still calls for explanation since it cannot be identified with any o f 
the known clay minerals.

The DTA presented put illite in the first place concerning both quantity 
and frequency but do not at all exclude the presence of some other clay mine
ral at the same time. On describing the ore minerals we have emphasized the 
frequency of pyrrhotite traces thus the appearance of traces o f a hydromusco- 
vitic alteration accompanying high-temperature ore formation of smaller 
extent cannot be unexpected. The illitic alteration accompanying the Fagyos
asszony mineralization has spread over a much larger volume and was more 
vigorous.

C) THE MINERALIZATION OF BÁNYAPUSZTA

The name of Bányapuszta is in all probability identic with the ,,Szlávi 
mine” figuring in Szabó’s description (58), so it is this exposure from which 
K itaibel’s „aurum problematicum” i. e. a bismuth — telluride mineral cal
led later wehrlite has emerged. Thus, if our conclusion is correct, mining acti
vity had been given up long before 1852 but it was possible to enter a short 
section in one of the galleries.

The Bányapuszta mineralization is separated from the Rózsahegy 
ore occurrence by the range of Nagy pogány hegy, which is, according to super
ficial data, barren over 1 km. We have no accurate data on the extent o f  
mineralization, but its extreme points cannot be farther from one another 
than 300 — 400 m. The ore appears in veins, whose direction and character 
is to be held similar in many respects to those of the Fagyosasszony veins. 
Today, nothing can be seen of the outcrops o f the veins, but centuries ago they 
may have been the natural outcrops of the mineralization that have put pros
pecting miners on the right track, so its strike seems at least from the traces 
of exploration diggings well discernible. There are no historical data available 
concerning the beginning and duration of prospecting and mining at Bánya
puszta. At any rate, mining must have been of a shorter period than in Fa
gyosasszony and, if started in the Middle Ages as it would seem, mine work
ing was interrupted by longer intervals. L iffa reports on 6 caved adits in 
the Bányapuszta area (30).

In 1946, G. Panto discovered the traces o f another adit (7) running NE 
at the southern slope of Juhakol, but he was able to inspect only the small 
adit opposite the farm (1). He managed in ranging the extremely narrow 
adit, running in uniform, fine-grain altered andesite, over about 40 metres
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only but, except for thin kaoliné stringers, has found no traces o f  minerali
zation.

Re-openings reached Bányapuszta in autumn 1950 and the choice fell 
on the upper adit (2) opposite the forester’s lodge, which runs — after a distance 
of about 20 m — along the worked vein. Climbing out of the roof timbering, 
the worked vein fissure over the caved gallery could be ranged over a distance 
of about 30 m. Beginning at the 40-metre point o f the working, the vein was 
120 cm wide and the working reached varying heights along the vein. Neither 
in the sides, nor at the adit ends was it possible to discover ore minerals.

According to the few data available, the Bányapuszta mineralization is 
o f vein character with main strike directions running NW and NE. Develop
ment of the vein and its minerals was similar to that of Fagyosasszony. Over 
longer sections along strike, the veins were not persistent and the thickness 
varied in lenses. We have no dependable data on the filling of the veins. No 
exposure has been observed or described to characterize the structural fea
tures o f the filling. Ore material suitable for mineralogical examination has 
not been won in the course o f prospecting, so we have no acceptable basis 
for establishing the mineralogical composition of the vein. Considering a resem
blance in form and dimensions, it is plausible to assume that the filling was 
similar to those at Fagyosasszony. As a local peculiarity, an accumulation o f 
bismuth minerals may be supposed.

D) THE M INERALIZATION OF KURUCPATAK

Of the ore traces at Kurucpatak we know even less than of those et Bá
nyapuszta (Inset pl. II). Superficial observations reveal only extended pyrite 
sprinkling but showT no remarkable enrichments. Due to unfavourable indi
cations, no prospecting or re-openings have been carried out int he Kuruc
patak mineralization area. It is only the traces of old prospectings that war
rant the term ,,mineralization” . The mineralization area may be delimited,, 
without stating accurate boundaries, on the north-eastern slope o f the saddle 
between the double cone of Kishideghegy, at the upper reaches o f the main 
branch of Kurucpatak (Inset pl. II). Dimensions and setting, however, do 
not indicate any considerable mineralization.

2. Ore-genetic summary

On the basis of the mining geological study and examination o f polished 
sections within the area of Nagybörzsöny ore prospecting two types of mine
ralization have become known. The earlier mineralization of higher tempera
ture (of mesothermal character) in which pyrrhotite is the dominant ore mi
neral has prevailed throughout the area of ore prospects, but its most intense and 
most characteristic development has been found in the northern part of the 
area, at Rózsabánya and beneath it, which fact accounts for its denomination 
as Rózsabánya metallization. The ore distribution is disseminated, bunchy or 
space-filling, the wallrock is of hydromuscovitic alteration.

In the southern part of the prospecting area, in and belowT Fagyosasz- 
szonybánya, hydrotherms of lower temperature (epithermal) have deposi
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ted sphalerite-galena ore fillings along fissures at a later phase, partly replac
ing or rebuilding products o f earlier mineralization. The wallrock of the 
Fagyosasszony mineralization is characterized by illitic alteration.

To trace the connections existing between the polymetallic subvolcanic 
mineralization and the phases o f the mountain building volcanic activity 
would be less promising in the case of the relatively less explored Börzsöny than in 
mining districts studied in detail and worked extensively. On account of 
its nearness, the similarity of formations and mineralization — as far as the 
Fagyosasszony area is concerned — the pattern of the Selmee-Körmöc (Stiav- 
nica-Kremnica) Erzgebirge should be considered in the first place.

Even today, practical research work relies in many respects on J. Sza b ós 
monograph published 70 years ago (59) whose conclusions are in their majo
rity valid even now. Not dealing with details, the connections may be cha
racterized as follows. Notwithstanding their greater variability, the volcanic 
ranges in the Selmec region may be compared with the Börzsöny volcanics. 
Szabó has regarded the ,,older” , hvpovolcanite types as Palaeogene, the 
,,younger” orthovolcanites as Neogene. Slovakian researchers (Cechovic, Fiala, 
L ukac) place both formations in the Neogene period, with a subdivision rang
ing from the Tortonian to the Quaternary. They distinguish two main pe
riods of ore formation, one embraces the formation of the Hodrus (copper 
ore) lode system, the other that of the Selmec (sphaleritic-galenitic) lode sys
tem. With the assumption of a considerable time lag, Szabó has brought both 
of them into connection with the ,,younger” volcanic activity and this view 
is generally held by Slovakian geologists, too, although ranging of the Hodrus 
intrusive (banatitic) mineralization into the Upper Cretaceous has recently 
been considered as well (Salát — Rozloznik).

As far as Börzsöny is concerned, it seems not at all justified — however 
tempting it be — to draw a parallel between the mineralizations of Hodrus 
and Rózsabánya, or Selmec and Pagyosasszony respectively; so, similarly 
to Selmec, we have no choice but to connect both ore formation periods with 
the ,,old” but subsequent subvolcanic (hypovolcanic) activity.

To trace analogies, let us inspect briefly at the Mátra. It has two main 
units, one is certainly subvolcanic, the other volcanic. Enargitic minerali
zation (Recsk) is connected with the former, the sphalerite-galena-bearing 
(Gyöngyösoroszi) with the latter. The latter preceeded, however, certainly 
the formation o f the most expanded lava flows o f the Tortonian paroxysm, 
and appear only in places where andesite o f a subvolcanic character plays a 
part in building lower levels of the mountain.

It is not the aim of our comparison to establish direct conformities with 
some of the mineralized areas. We are tracing related phenomena to be able 
to take into account, for lack of exact data, their guidance in explaining ge
netic connections of mineralization.

The Palaeogene origin of the ,,older” Börzsöny volcanic unit was 
the working hypothesis o f the mapping carried out 18 years ago. The strato- 
volcanic style of the ,,older” volcanic unit has not been ascertained by mining 
explorations, and masses o f andesite and dacite, respectively, were exposed 
even under the spots o f ,,propylitized biotite-amphibole-andesite agglome-
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rate” of surface mapping. Thus not two stratovolcanic complexes o f  different 
ages, are facing one another at the boundary of the ,,older” and ,,younger” 
volcanic complexes, but a more intensely altered sub volcanic unit of gas- 
capped solidification (hypovolcanite) has come into contact — by subse
quent intrusion within the subsidence area — with a less altered stratovolca
nic complex solidified at the surface. Such alterations and an ,,older” exterior 
due to propylitization are not reliable features for establishing age-relations.

A regularity, extending over several volcanic regions, is manifest in the 
circumstance that the mineralizations appear in the core of the volcanic edifices 
coupled with subvolcanic masses that are highly altered and more acide 
than the bulk. The circumstance, too, that mineralization has taken place 
in two phases is strikingly identic in a number of our metalliferous mountains. 
The earlier is a copper-polymetallic ore formation at higher temperature, 
the later is a low-temperature, lead-zinc ore vein formation everywhere.

The localization of the Börzsöny mineralization is bound intrinsically to 
the propylitic subvolcanic formations, and especially to the intrusions of bio- 
tite-amphibole chloro-dacite, controlled by a large-scale volcanic subsidence 
(caldera formation).

Metallogenetically, the Nagybörzsöny mineralization — and especially 
that of Rózsabánya — may be compared within the Inner-Carpathian vol
canic chain with Herzsabánya (Herja) and Óradna (Rodna). In the surround
ings of these two, there are altered subvolcanic masses of a composition very 
similar to those of Rózsahegy, which cannot be distinguished on the base of 
earlier mappings from volcanic bodies with adequate certainty. To bring this 
mineralization into genetic connection with subvolcanic biotite-ainphibole- 
andesitic-clacitic intrusions is in good agreement with our knowledge gained 
on a series of similar ore deposits. If we tried to present pyroxene-andesite a 
derivative of an ,,ore-bearing” parent magma, we hardly could refer to 
analogies.

There are no authentic data available concerning the duration of the in
terval that has divided the two mineralization phases, i. e. the earlier high 
temperature, Rózsabánya mineralization, and the later, Fagyosasszony mi
neralization of lower temperature. The succession of the two processes is evi
denced by a large number of material changes and structural re-arrangements, 
but there is nothing to warrant the assumption of a considerable time lag. It 
is thus not necessary to resort unconditionally to the hypothesis of two int
rusion cycles of subvolcanic masses, sharply differing in composiotin and 
widely apart in time, in order to explain the two phases of mineralization; we 
may well classify the two phases as successive members of a chain of hydrot
hermal processes in a single cycle of subvolcanic activity, with an allowance 
for appropriate shifts in temperature and time.

*  **

Prospecting and research conducted so far have not produced an}̂  set 
of reliable data for a clear interpretation of the genetic background of the mi
neralization at Nagybörzsöny. Even the aforesaid explanation is in need of 
evidence in several points and its acceptability is supported only by the fact

9 M ÁFI Évkönyv, L. kötet, 1. füzet
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that — having eliminated on the basis of Szádeczky’s recent volcanic rock sys
tem (64, 65, 66) the earlier erroneous volcanological interpretations, and re
lying on a wide range of analogies — it affords a simplified interpretation of 
rock- and ore-forming processes.

In the distribution and development of the Rózsabánya and Fagyos
asszony mineralizations, there appear essential differences, of which the dissi
milar temperature, pressure and composition of ore-forming fluids are rele
vant to some extent. However, the difference is most distinct in the country 
rocks and storing structures o f the two mineralizations. The development 
of the Nagybörzsöny mineralization was highly impeded in every respect 
by the lack of a suitable storing structure, which circumstance resulted in a 
disseminated formation, and a scattering along the rock crevices, of the ore 
matter instead of bulky concentrations. The dispersion was more intense in the 
case of the Rózsabánya mineralization, also country rock was more affected 
here (hydromuscovitic alterations), and the ore matter was scattered over a 
large area by the network of cracks void of free space.

The intrusion of sub volcanic masses related with metallization have fol
lowed the formation of the pyroxene-andesitic stratovolcanic complex rela
tively soon and the connected mineralization had not been proceeded by oro- 
genetic movements strong enough to produce storing structures in the vol
canic or subvolcanic complexes suitable for the formation of larger ore bo
dies. The veiny, network-like, bunchy and disseminated mineralization, which 
has been formed along the border line of the volcanic and subvolcanic comp
lexes — more or less along the N — S strike — has probably succeeded the re
laxation of tensions and cooling cracks connected with the intrusion of the 
subvolcanic mass without having undergone the formation of a coherent sys
tem of fissures or caves. Veins, bunches and impregnations have been formed 
at places where the more aggressive pyrrhotite-bearing solutions have for
ced their way even into the smallest spaces in the permeable rock complex 
(Rózsa-shaft). The galena, sphalerite mineralization has filled only the fissures 
reopened on the southern part o f the area and deposited the ore of the Fagyos
asszony veins in a lenticular, banded form.



НАДЬБЁРЖЁНЬСКОЕ ОРУДЕНЕНИЕГ. ПАНТО — л . МИКО
Горы Бёржёнь представляют собой вулканическую, точнее андезитовую 

область, которая является членом ,,венкообразной вулканической гряды” , 
протягивающейся по краям Венгерской низменности. Что касается лито
логических у с л о в и й  пород, подстилающих третичные вулканические обра
зования, то мы не располагаем непосредственным фактическим материалом. 
Однако, по у с л о в и я м  вулканических пород, а также по геологическим дан
ным поверхности и по данным глубинного геологического строения района 
предполагается наличие под северной частью гор Бёржёнь кристалличе
ского фундамента, под южной же частью — наличие подстилающих верх
нетриасовых известняков и доломитов.

Геологические данные по борту горного массива единогласно свиде
тельствуют о том, что вулканическая деятельность, образовавшая основ
ную массу гор Бёржёнь, началась в конце гельветского века и ее продукты 
накоплялись на поверхности среднемиоценовых отложений.

Вулканические образования являются весьма разнообразными. В строе
нии гор Бёржёнь пирокластические породы играют гораздо более значи
тельную роль по сравнению с породами лавового происхождения. В пре
делах южной части горного массива пирокластический чехол является, 
п о - в и д и м о м у , сплошным, хотя и местами прерывается самостоятельными 
лавовыми конусами. Вулканологически менее расчлененные массы смешан
ных андезитовых агломератов выражены в северной части гор Бёржёнь в 
одинаковой фации и в нескольких случаях закономерно чередуются с ла
вовыми потоками или псевдоагломератовыми пластами. В центральной 
части массива широко распространены также лакколиты и дайки.

В составе горных пород преобладают андезиты, наряду с которыми 
значительную роль играют и дациты. Вещественный состав пород отличается 
необычайным разнообразием, причем бросается в глаза сильное „пере
мешивание типов” . Неоднороден даже материал отдельных извержений; 
соотношение цветных компонентов пород часто изменяется из шага в шаг
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даже внутри геологически однообразных масс пород. Относительно хро
нологических границ и порядка последовательности вулканической дея
тельности пока что не создалось разносторонне подтвержденное мнение.

На основании новейших исследований кажется обоснованным расчле
нить вулканизм на четыре фации, то есть на четыре „фазы” , которые частич
но перекрывают один другие:

1. Начальная деятельность. Наибольшее количество фактического 
материала по продуктам, фациям и у с л о в и я м  залегания начальных из
вержений можно п о л у ч и т ь  на восточном борту горного массива. По данным 
наблюдений Э. ЛЕНДЬЕЛА (26, 27) первоначальными продуктами верх- 
негельветского вулканизма являются биотито-амфиболовые андезиты и 
дациты, с которыми часто ассоциируются гранатовые разновидности. Внут
ри горного массива нет бесспорного доказательства принадлежности от
дельных образований к начальной фазе. Однако, на основе петрографической 
аналогии мы относим к этой фазе гранато-амфиболовые хлороандезиты, 
встречающиеся в районе развития оруденения.

2. Главный пароксизм. В горах Бёржёнь после первоначальных из
вержений, доставивших сильно контаминированный лавовый материал, 
главный горообразовательный пароксизм, охарактеризованный андезитами 
менее контаминированного состава и накопивший свои продукты наиболее 
интенсивно и широко, наступил, повидимому, в начале тортонского века. 
Характерным продуктом его являются пироксено-амфиболовые андезиты, 
в способе извержения и накопления которых и заключается выраженное 
отличие строения южной части массива от строения северной части. В этой 
фазе приобретают настоящие пирокластические породы наибольшую роль. 
На северном же участке горного массива, имеющем преимущественно стра- 
товулканическое строение, широко распространены также псевдоагломе
раты, едва отличимые от только что у п о м я н у т ы х  пород.

3. Фаза обрушения. Выбросы пирокластического материала почти пол
ностью прекращаются и начинает господствовать субвулканическая ги- 
помагматическая деятельность, продуктами которой являются: амфи- 
боло-пироксеновые гидроандезиты, биотито-амфиболовые хлороандезиты и 
биотито-амфиболовые хлородациты. По всей вероятности размещение дан
ных образований в стратовулканическом комплексе пироксено-амфиболо- 
вых андезитов осуществлялось интрузивным механизмом. Размещение их 
в виде закрытого пятна с площадью 6X2 км и с осью ССВ—ЮЮЗ в центре 
горного массива указывает, по нашему, мнению на вулканотектонические 
факторы (приложение 1). Обрушение центральной части массива после 
основного пароксизма может с л у ж и т ь  объяснением приуроченности обра
зования субвулканических масс ,,зеленокаменной фации” к в ы т я н у т о й  
„кальдере” и ес рудной минерализации. В хронологическом и возможно 
генетическом отношении большинство рудных образований мы связываем 
с д в у м я  последними по порядку членами рассматриваемой фазы — внедре
ниями бнотито-амфиболовых хлородацитов и амфиболо-пироксеновых анде
зитов.

4. Завершающая деятельность. Последнее проявление вулканизма гор 
Бёржёнь представлено внедрением даек как в стратовулканический ком
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плекс главного пароксизма, так и в „зеленокаменную” субвулканическую 
массу фазы обрушения. Вещество даек представлено менее контаминиро- 
ванными ортоандезитами, а именно в южной части амфиболо-пироксеновым 
андезитом, в северной — амфиболовым (биотитовым) андезитом.

* *
*

Тортонские отложения восточного и западного бортов горного массива 
верно отражают фазы прекращения вулканической деятельности и посте
пенной трансгрессии моря. Включенные внутри агломератовых масс ко
ралловые пачки свидетельствуют о том, что море стремилось захватывать 
склон свежих вулканических обломков уже в перерывах выбросов.

*  *
*

В понятие Надьбёржёньского рудного месторождения мы включаем 
все оруденение и все рудные проявления, которые до сих пор стали из
вестными в центральной части гор Бёржёнь на площади примерно 7 км2. 
Приуроченное к различным вмещающим породам оруденение представлено 
рудными телами или проявлениями очень разнообразных генетических 
типов и фаций. В последовательных фазах вулканизма некоторые части 
территории были подвержены оруденению, необычайно разнообразному 
по температуре, содержанию металлов и распределению.

Не является случайным тот факт, что оруденение встречается в области, 
где произошла вулканическая деятельность с обрушением, и что оно не 
приурочено к широко распространенному стратовулкану, слагаемому пи- 
роксеновыми андезитами. Аналогичные образования наблюдаются и в других 
вулканических областях [Кремницко — Штиавницкое рудогорье (Kremnické- 
Stiavnické Rudohory), горы Матра]. Общая характеристика орудене
ния дается нами по группировке, соответствующей пространственному раз
мещению обнажений.

Оруденение участка Рожабанья

Высокотермальное оруденение импрегнационного штокверкового типа 
размещается в биотито-амфиболовых дацитах и амфиболо-гиперстеновых 
андезитах горы Рожахедь. Оно было вскрыто горными работами в несколь
ких горизонтах (приложения II и III). Оруденение сопровождалось окрем- 
нением лишь в исключительных случаях. Таким образом, выходов его нам 
неизвестно.

Наиболее значительное обогащение руд имело место в районе шахты 
Рожа. Оно представлено неправильными прожилками или натеками в тре
щинах зоны, в ы т я н у т о й  соответственно преобладающему простиранию 
всего Надьбёржёньского оруденения в северо-южном направлении, а в 
некоторых местах — где имело место более интенсивное ослабление — оно 
расширяется в гнезда и более массивные рудные штоки.

Минеральный парагенез оруденения участка Рожабанья, обнаруживаю
щего телескопическую структуру: о с н о в н ы е  р у д н ы е  минералы —
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пирротин, гель FeS2, мельниковит, пирит, марказит, арсенопирит, сфале
рит, галенит, халькопирит; а к ц е с с о р н ы е  минералы — самородный 
в и с м у т , в и с м у т и н , козалит, галенависмутит, глаукодот, джемсонит, сарто- 
рит, прустит, стефанит, штернбергит; б е з р у д н ы е  минералы — сидерит, 
кальцит, кварц и глинистый минерал (гидромусковит).

Оруденение участка Фадьошассоньбанья

Оруденение югозападной части горы Рожахедь является преимуществен
но жильным, будучи представленным сетью жильных ответвлений, пере
секающих друг друга под острым у г л о м ; о н о  характеризуется более низко
термальным галенитом и светлоцветным сфалеритом. Оба оруденения пере
крывают друг друга в широкой зоне и вследствие повторных растворений, 
замещений и превращений они являются смешанными. Наличие их указы
вается естественными выходами. Вероятно именно эти выходы были впер
вые обнаружены шахтерами средневековья, и действительно, рассматривае
мое месторождение явилось центром расцвета горнодобывающей промыш
ленности до 1439 г. Благодаря поисково-разведочным работам, проведен
ным в последние века на большей глубине, были открыты рудоносные участ
ки, аналогичные маловыдержанным рудоносным участкам, истощенным 
при средневековых горных операциях. Ос н о в н ы е  р у д н ы е  минералы — 
пирротин, минералы FeS2, арсеиопирит, сфалерит, галенит, халькопирит; 
а к ц е с с о р н ы е  минералы — сарторит, джемсонит, менегинит; б е з 
р у д н ы е  минералы — кварц, кальцит и глинистый минерал (иллит).

Оруденение участка Баньяпуста

Оруденение участка Баньяпуста отделяется с севера от рудного место
рождения Рожахедь безрудным участком с протяженностью свыше 1 км. 
Р у д ы  представлены жилами и напоминают по своему минеральному пара- 
генезу оруденение месторождения Фадьошассоньбанья. Вероятно это и было 
обнажением, из которого П. КИТАЙБЕЛЬ извлек смесь теллуристого 
висмута (верлит). По геологическим условиям оруденения в пределах этого 
старого Надьбёржёньского обнажения, фигурирующего в литературе как 
классическое месторождение, нам известно очень мало.

Обзор генетики руд

При поисково-разведочных работах в районе с. Надьбёржёнь были 
обнаружены два различных типа оруденения. Высокотермальное оруде
нение (тяготеющее к мезотермальному), преобладающим рудным минера
лом которого является пирротин, было проявлено на всей территории 
поисково-разведочных работ, но наиболее интенсивно и характерно раз
вито оно на северном участке территории (Рожабанья). Р у д ы  распределя
ются в виде импрегнаций, гнезд или заполнений трещин (штокверковый 
тип); боковая порода была разложена с превращением в гидромусковит.

На южном участке (Фадьошассоньбанья) в более поздней фазе рудо- 
образования термы пониженной температуры (низкие эпитермальные)
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отлагали сфалеритово-галенитовое оруденение отчасти вдоль трещин, при
чем вещество более раннего пирротинового оруденения было замещено и 
переработано. Около оруденения боковая порода обычно претерпело илли- 
товое разложение.

Общая закономерность, наблюдаемая в нескольких горных массивах, 
проявляется в том, что оруденение присутствует в ядре вулканического 
массива, приурочиваясь к сильно разложенным субвулканическим поро
дам, основная масса которых является более кислой. Удивительное сход
ство обнаруживают некоторые горные массивы Карпатской области и тем, 
что оруденение имело место в д в у х  фазах. К первой фазе приурочена более 
высокотермальная медисто-полиметаллическая формация, а ко второй, 
более поздней — образование более низкотермальных свинцово-цинковых 
руд.

Локализацию Бёржёньского рудообразования тоже нельзя отвлечь 
от зеленокаменных субвулканических образований, обусловленных круп
ной вулканотектонической структурой (формированием кальдеры). По 
вопросу о продолжительности перерыва в рудообразовании между обеими 
фазами оруденения — происшедшими в условиях повышенной или пони
женной температуры, соответственно — не имеется никакого надежного 
фактического материала. Наложение этих д в у х  процессов друг на друга 
доказывается рядом вещественных и структурных переустройств; однако 
никакими данными не обосновано предположить наличие значительного 
промежутка между рассматриваемыми фазами. Для толкования д в у х  фаз 
оруденения не надо обязательно прибегать к предположению наличия 
д в у х  внедрений, резко отличающихся по вещественному составу и разделен
ных значительным промежутком времени, а можно с уверенностью вклю
чить обе фазы в ряд гидротермальных процессов единственной субвулка- 
нической деятельности в качестве д в у х  последовательных членов с соответ
ствующим сдвигом во времени и по температуре.

Между оруденениями участков Рожабанья и Фадьошассоньбанья, 
наряду с разницей по температуре, давлению и вещественному составу, 
наблюдается расхождение и в отношении боковых пород и вмещающих 
структур обоих оруденений. Широкому развитию Надьбёржёньского 
оруденения сильно препятствовало отсутствие подходящей вмещающей 
структуры, что привело вместо массовой концентрации рудного материала, 
к выделению его в виде импрегнации и к рассеянию его дволь трещин. 
Внедрение рудоносного субвулкана последовало, по-видимому, через не
большой промежуток времени за формированием стратовулкана, сложен
ного пироксеновыми андезитами. Оруденению же не предшествовало горо
образовательное движение такой интенсивности, чтобы создать вмещающую 
структуру, пригодную для образования крупных рудных тел в субвулка- 
ническом комплексе.
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